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About TestOut: We are a small, no-nonsense company that identifies more with "Main
Street" than "Wall Street." We are real people who want to do business with other real
people. If you want red tape, hassles, and automated interactions, you will no doubt
want to do business elsewhere. We believe that technology does not have to be cold or
impersonal.

CHALLENGE:
TestOut wanted support in their digital
marketing efforts with promoting one of their
most recent products, Desktop Pro. TestOut
has done well with identifying who their target
market is and now is in the phase of optimizing
their digital marketing approach to increase
the success chances of their leads. With
education software and products being such a
competitive space, it was vital for TestOut to
make the marketing process of Desktop Pro as

SOLUTION:
Conduct a social media competitor
analysis to better understand the
landscape and uses of different
social platforms.
Create content for emails to
promote Desktop Pro Product and
Webinars.

Utilize the Vivint Smart Lab to
conduct eye tracking research to
identify how to improve Desktop
Pro product page.

efficient as possible.
Create a wireframe to better
support the Desktop Pro Product.

"We had 65 brand new leads come in
... Sales reps have already created
some good opportunities from it!"

RESULTS:
From conducting a competitor social media analysis, we were able
to identify where TestOut stands compared to the competitive
landscape in their social media activity. Social media data was
collected from competitors Cengage, Pearson, and Mcgraw-Hill via
Rival IQ. The reports from Rival IQ provided valuable metrics like
information on post frequency and content engagement. The
data from this analysis can be used immediately to help with
content and engagement efforts moving forward.

With the data and information gathered from the Vivint Smart Lab
experiment, we then designed a wireframe for the Desktop Pro
Product page. The intent of this improved wireframe was to make
the process of finding the Desktop Pro product as smooth as
possible for their customers. The information from the eye
tracking experiment proved to be valuable when creating this
wireframe.

The content that we created for webinars and Desktop Pro
were also a success. One of the webinar emails was already
put into use and it brought in 225 registrants and 45
attendees. The email also provided 65 new leads which was
a great success. The other emails have not been sent out
yet, however, it is formatted simply for TestOut to copy and
paste into their email campaign.
With the use of the Vivint Smart Lab and their eye tracking
technology, we were able to gather valuable information on
TestOut's product page from Desktop Pro. In this
experiment, we had a total of 10 participants, 4 IT
professors and 6 students. From this experiment we gained
data in the form of a heat map that provided us with a
visual on where participants struggled when looking for the
Desktop Pro product page. We also retrieved solid
information from each participant through a post-test
survey to see what their opinions were of the process to
getting to the Desktop Pro product page and overall feel of
the TestOut website.

WHAT'S NEXT FOR TESTOUT?

IMPLEMENT &
TRACK RESULTS

There are a few steps now for TestOut to do moving forward. With the social
media analysis completed, TestOut should implement our recommendations and
track the results of their content. With the success from the content we provided
for the first email that was sent out, TestOut should utilize our other emails and
see if the same result occurs. And finally, TestOut should implement the
wireframe that we have created based on the data that we gathered utilizing the
eye tracking technology.

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL:
"It was great to work with the UVU Digital Marketing group! They were professional throughout the process and kept
great communication as the project progressed. We received valuable research and content that can be implemented
immediately in our marketing efforts. Thanks UVU!
- David Alexander, Marketing Manager, TestOut
50 S Main St, Pleasant Grove, UT 84062

